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I. INTRODUCTION
The EEG signals contain significant information about the cerebral activities. It is extensively used for the cerebral control [1] . The application of EEG differs from rehabilitation equipment to BCI systems. In this context, a number of models are proposed in order to recognize the chance of differentiating among various brain tasks via the EEG signals [1] . The objective is to recognize dissimilar cerebral commands, by analysing EEG signals, for different motor imagery tasks [1] .
The modern EEG wearables are multichannel devices and consist of several transducers, also called as electrodes, which will be in contact with the patient's head in order to acquire the EEG signals [1, 2] . The brain signals sensed by each electrode are passed through antialiasing filters. The frequency of the band limited EEG signals range between [0.05; 60] Hz [3] . Depending on the frequency bands, the signal is categorized as: Delta [0.05; 4] Hz, Theta [4; 8] Hz, Alpha [8; 13] Hz, Beta [13; 30] Hz, and Gamma [30; 60] Hz [4] . After passing through the antialiasing filter the EEG signals are digitized with the help of Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs). The digitized EEG signals are segmented and denoised by respectively employing the windowing and filtering operations. The de-noising process enhance the segmented portion signal to noise ratio (SNR). It improves the post analysis and classification modules precision [5, 6] .
The classical windowing and filtering techniques are timeinvariant. The windowing function shape and length remains unique. Moreover, the temporal distance between consecutive windows centers also remain constant. It represents that the windowing function position is fixed and predictable. Furthermore, each signal segment is de-noised by employing a fixed order filter, which operates at a fixed sampling rate [7, 8] . Due to this time-invariant nature, the classical segmentation and de-noising approaches are parameterized for the worst case of the intended application. Thus, they are highly constrained especially in the case of intermittent EEG signals. The system captures, segments, transmits and process a large number of useless samples. It increases the system processing and transmission activity, resources utilization and consequently the power consumption.
In this paper, this classical segmentation and de-noising approach inadequacy is resolved up to a certain extent by employing the event-driven signal acquisition and multirate processing techniques [9] [10] [11] . Following this approach, adaptive rate filtering techniques are suggested [11] . They are based on the level sampling scheme. This sampling process adapts its sampling rate according to the input signal local variations [11, 12] . Hence, it drastically reduces the post processing chain activity because it only samples the relevant information.
This paper follows the work presented in [11, 12, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . It presents an enhanced adaptive rate windowing and filtering technique, calibrated for the EEG signals effective and efficient segmentation and de-noising. The idea is to adapt the sampling frequency, the windowing function length and position along with the de-noising filter order as a function of the input signal temporal variations. In this context, an efficient solution is proposed by intelligently combining features of event-driven signal acquisition and selection with an adaptive rate resampling and de-noising of the selected signal. It assures a noticeable data compression, processing and transmission gain of the proposed technique compared to the classical one.
The proposed system principle is described in Section II. Section II, also discusses the employed materials and methods, used to realize the devised system. A summary of the system performance verification results is discussed in Section III. Section IV, finally concludes the article.
II. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION PRINCIPLE
The suggested solution principle is shown on Figure 1 . It shows that the intended EEG signals are acquired via an Event Driven A/D converter (EDADC) [13] [14] [15] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . These pulses are firstly passed through an antialiasing band-pass filter with [F Cmin =0.05; F Cmax =60]Hz. The band limited signal x(t) is acquired with a uniform quantization based EDADC [13] . The EDADC output is time windowed with the Activity Selection Algorithm (ASA) [11] [12] [13] . The windowed signal is resampled uniformly and then de-noised with an appropriate adaptive rate filtering algorithm [11] . A detail of different system modules is provided in the following subsections. Figure 1 , shows that in the studied case the x(t) is acquired with a 5-Bit resolution EDADC [13] . The EDADC is developed on the principle of Level Crossing Sampling (LCS) [13] [14] [15] .The ADC is an essential component of any signal processing chain [7, 8] . It dictates the overall system performance [16] . The Nyquist sampling and processing theory governs the functionality of traditional ADCs. The signal acquisition is performed at a constant frequency irrespective of its sporadic nature, i.e. without exploiting the local signal variations [13] [14] [15] . Consequently, design parameters of the traditional ADCs are chosen for the worst case [16] . Therefore, in the case of low activity random signals like EEG. such ADCs are not effective. The employment of EDADCs can treat this inadequacy up to a certain degree.
The EDDCs are founded on the principle of opportunistic sampling and can adjust their sampling frequency according to the local variations of the intended signal. As a result, only the intended information is acquired. Therefore, a drastic reduction in the, post processing and analysis chain, activity and power consumption is achieved. In this case, the sampling frequency is not fixed, and it is piloted by the input signal. However, the signal reconstruction is confirmed by respecting the Bernstein inequality [11] . It is realized by employing an appropriate design parameters of the employed EDADC [13] .
B. The Windowing and Adaptive Rate Resampling
The EDADC output can be employed for further nonuniform digital processing. However, the practical system realization necessitates the finite time partitioning of the acquired data. Since a real system has limited resources like memory, processing speed, etc. [7, 8] .In this context, the Activity Selection Algorithm (ASA) is used for an effective windowing of the EDADC output [11] [12] [13] . It exploits the sampling process non-uniformity to window only the relevant parts of signal. Furthermore, the characteristics of each selected signal part are analyzed in order to extract its local parameters. Later on, these extracted parameters are used to adjust the devised system parameters and processing activity accordingly [13, 14] .
The output of ASA is resampled uniformly. The extracted window parameters are employed to decide the resampling frequency.The resampler acts as a bridge between the nonuniform and the uniform signal processing domains. It allows to realize smart solutions by taking advantage of both verges [11] [12] [13] .
The interpolation is required during the resampling process. The artifacts are introduced, because of interpolation, in the resampled signal as compared to the original one. In the suggested system, the resampling error is a function of the interpolation technique employed to resample the data, the EDADC resolution, M and amplitude dynamics, ∆V [13, 17, 24, 25, 27] . The employed EDADC thresholds are distributed uniformly within the range, ∆V. Therefore, its quantum, q, can be calculated as q=∆V /(2 M -1). For this case, the worst interpolation error is bounded by q [17, 24, 25, 27] . In the devised system the Simplified Linear Interpolator (SLI) is employed for the resampling purpose.
For the SLI the value of an interpolated sample xr n corresponding to a resampling instant tr n is set equal to the average of its prior and next non-uniform samples. The process can be mathematically expressed as: xr n =(x n-1 + x n )/2. For SLI the worst error per resampled observation is bounded by q/2 [17] .
The resampling frequency of each selected window is adapted by employing the selected window parameters extracted with the ASA. [18] .
C. The Adaptive Rate Filtering
The uniformly resampled data is de-noised by applying an adaptive rate filtering approach. The suggested filtering approach is an enhancement of work proposed in [11] . In this case, a bank of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters is offline designed for a range of sampling frequencies. Later on, during online processing an appropriate filter is chosen, from this bank, during online processing. For the studied case, the FIR filters cut-off frequencies are chosen as [F CDmin =0; F CDmax =55]Hz. It effectively de-noises the intended signal [5, 6] .
The filters bank is offline designed by employing the ParksMcClellan algorithm for a range of sampling frequencies, F R , between 110Hz to 320Hz and with a uniform frequency step of 15Hz [11] . A summary of the employed filters bank is shown on The online filter selection and order adaption feature, for each selected window, allows to achieve the intended signal de-noising with a lesser computational complexity compared to the counter time invariant traditional solutions [11] . It adds to the proposed system computational and power efficiency.
The Figure 2 .
This adaptation of Frs i makes to resample W i closer to the Nyquist rates or at sub-Nyquist rates [11] [12] [13] . Therefore, it avoids unnecessary interpolations and filtering operations during the data resampling and de-noising processes. As a result, it improves the proposed approach computational complexity and power efficiency. 
III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The computational complexity of a classical FIR filter is well known [7, 8] . A P order FIR filter performs P additions and P multiplications to deliver each filtered sample. If N is the number of samples then the total computational complexity C can be calculated by employing Equation 1.
{ { tions Multiplica Additions
In the proposed technique, certain extra operations are performed before data filtering [11, 12] . The first step is to uniformly resample the selected windows. It is achieved with an adaptive rate SLI module [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For each interpolation instant tr n , the value of interpolated sample xr n is computed. This process required one addition and a one bit right shift operation. The complexity of this binary weighted division process is negligible as compared to addition and multiplication operations. Therefore, the SLI complexity for W i is equal to Nr i additions. The next step is to choose a reference filter hc k for W i . In the worst case, it requires Q comparisons. Here, Q is the total number of FIR filters available in the employed filters bank [11] 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to demonstrate the proposed system functionality, a case study is conducted. In this context, an EEG multi channel data set IV for the BCI Competition III is employed [19, 20] . It is a two class data. These classes respectively represent the intention of moving the left hand and the right foot. The data is recorded for five subjects. It is composed of 118 EEG channels. It is recorded by employing a 128 channel EEG cap [21] . The EEG electrodes layout is shown on Figure 3 [22] . The recording time for each channel is 49.74 minutes. Total 280 cues are recorded. Pauses between consecutive cues are kept random between [1.75; 2.25] Seconds, [19, 20] . Figure 3 : A 128 channel EEG cap layout [22] . 4 , shows that the EDADC and ASA allows to acquire and window only the relevant signal part. Moreover, during acquisition process the EDADC removes the low amplitude noise across the signal base line. This phenomenon is called the noise thresholding and it improves the post signal analysis and classification accuracy [4] [5] [6] . Furthermore, an additional signal enhancement is achieved with the de-noising process, realized with an adaptive rate filtering method [11] .
In this case, the superior bound on the selected windows lengths is chosen as L ref =1seconds [13, 14] . Parameters of selected windows, obtained respectively for the considered signal segment, are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 It results in an acquisition of unnecessary samples. Besides, the windowing process is not able to select only the active parts of the sampled signal. Therefore, it causes the system to process unnecessary samples and as a consequence results in an increased computational activity than the devised solution. In the classical case, Lref=1 second remains static and is not able to adapt with the signal local variations. For the considered signal segment of 5.79 seconds duration, in the classical case, six windows are obtained. The number of samples lay in first five windows are 320 and 254 samples lay in the sixth window. However, in the proposed case only two windows are intelligently selected by employing a smart combination of the EDADC and the ASA. It shows a 7 times reduction in the acquired number of samples, obtained by the suggested method as compared to the classical one.
A complexity computational complexity comparison is also made between the proposed technique and the classical one. In this context, it is assumed that the complexity of a comparison process is equal to that of an addition. Therefore, counts of comparisons are merged into the counts of additions for the proposed solution. It results into a simplification of Equation 2 as Equation 3 . Consequently, equations 1 and 3 are employed to determine the complexities of the proposed and the classical approaches, for the considered signal segment. Results are summarized in Table 3 .
( ) Table 3 demonstrates the proposed technique computational efficiency compared to the classical approach. It is gained firstly by achieving the smart signal acquisition with smart windowing and secondly by adapting the sampling frequency and the filter order according to the local variations of x(t). For an over all recording, 49.74 minutes for channel 3, in the classical case 2985 windows are obtained with a total count of acquired number of samples of 955k. In the suggested solution the number of selected windows obtained in the proposed solution are 1128. The number of samples obtained after resampling these windows are 119.4k. It shows an overall 7.9 times reduction in the acquired number of samples, obtained by the suggested method as compared to the counter classical approach. It shows that in this case the devised approach takes advantage of idle x(t) parts and therefore it will bring additional computational gain of the proposed approach over the classical solutions. It aptitudes a noticeable decrease in the, proposed technique based system, data transmission activity and power consumption over the counter ones.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel, event-driven EEG signal acquisition, segmentation and adaptive rate signal de-noising approach is devised. It is shown that how the employment of EDADC and ASA have avoided the unnecessary samples to process. It results respectively into a 7 and 7.9 times reduction in the acquired number of samples for the considered EEG segment and for the overall channel 3 recording of 49.74 minutes duration. Moreover, the selected windows lengths are adapted as a function of the x(t) local features. It is also shown that how the adaptation of resampling frequency and filter order, for each selected window, further enhances the suggested system efficiency. For the considered EEG segment of 5.79 seconds duration, a gain of 7.9 times and 8.1 times is respectively achieved, in terms of additions and multiplications, by the proposed method over the counter classical one. It aptitudes a further computational gain, transmission activity and power consumption reduction, for the overall EEG channel 3 recording of 49.74 minutes, of the proposed method over the counter classical one. It concludes that the devised solution is a potential candidate for the design and development of a new class of self-organized and efficient EEG wearables.
The devised system performance depends on the type of employed interpolator and de-noising stage. A study on the devised system performance while employing the high order interpolators like polynomial, spline, etc. is a future work. Moreover, the de-noised signal analysis, features extraction, features dimension reduction and classification is another rich axis to explore.
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